The Institute of Informatics and Telematics of the National Research Council located in Pisa, Via G. Moruzzi 1, Tax Code 80054330586, VAT n. 02118311006, in the person of its Director Dr. Domenico Laforenza, following the Decision to set up a contract, asks to provide the service: "Peering service ". The activity will have a maximum duration of 3 year.

DESCRIPTION

Name given by IIT to the contract: " Peering service " CIG [ZB41F92F3E].

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CONTRACT

For the physical connection and port request, we provide the following information:

(a) Company Name: Istituto di Informatica e Telematica - CNR

(b) Company’s registered address: Via G. Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy

(c) Primary internet connection or upstream provider(s): Level 3 Communications

(d) AS number of our network to peer with HKIX: AS 197440

(e) Prefixes to be announced through HKIX: 194.0.16/24; 2001:678:12::/48

(f) Our Port requirements: - (i.e. number & type) - currently we support GE, 10GE & 100GE: 1GE LX Single mode fiber

(g) Our local loop provider for the leased circuit: PCCW Global

(h) The location of the other end of your leased circuit / local loop: HK2:7F:00050:0201

(i) URL of your company homepage (will be added to HKIX member list webpage): http://www.iit.cnr.it and http://www.nic.it

(j) Length of contract (i.e. minimum 12-months): 36 months

(k) Your target product date: October 2017

TOTAL AMOUNT OF CONTRACT

Maximum total amount € 5.000,00, VAT excluded.

Health and safety costs (not subject to decrease) € 0.00 (zero euros), VAT excluded.

As regards the charges deriving from overlapping work risks, it is to be noted that this Office has not drawn up the DUVRI document (Assessment of risks generated by interference between activities conducted simultaneously in the workplace), pursuant to Legislative Decree 81/2008, in that, at this moment, these risks are non-existent.

DURATION OF CONTRACT AND CONDITIONS
The duration of the contract is 36 months starting from the date of stipulation of the contract with the contractor.

**METHOD OF PAYMENT**

The payment will be made after 30 consecutive days from the attestation of the regular carrying out by the Person Responsible for the Service. Invoicing is monthly.

**OBLIGATIONS REGARDING THE TRACKING OF FINANCIAL FLOWS**

Hong Kong Internet Exchange, pursuant to art. 3, paragraph 8 of the Law of 13 August 2010, No 136 (and amendments), agrees to conform, on pain of absolute nullity of the contract, to legislation regarding the tracking of financial flows related to the subject matter of the contract itself. The contractor / company agrees to immediately notify the contracting authority and the prefectural office of the Government in the Province of Pisa regarding any failure of any subcontractors with regard to the obligations of financial tracking.

**EXPRESS TERMINATION CLAUSE**

Hong Kong Internet Exchange agrees to provide full details of the current account dedicated to public procurements for all financial transactions related to this contract. This must be done within seven days after the signing of such contract, or in the case of existing current accounts, from their first use in financial transactions related to public procurements, and at the same time, the personal and the social security / tax code number of persons delegated to act on it. The same parties shall also communicate any changes to the data submitted.

Hong Kong Internet Exchange does not use the account specified in the preceding paragraph for financial movements relating to this contract, then the contract will be considered terminated in accordance with art. 3, paragraph 8 of Law No. 136/2010 (and subsequent amendments).

**In order to be able to track financial flows, the invoice must contain the ID Code for Tenders (CIG) ZB41F92F3E.**

**Please return this order signed for acceptance.**

Il Direttore

Dott. Domenico Laforenza

Istituto di Informatica e Telematica

Il Direttore

Dott. Domenico Laforenza

(FIRMA DIGITALE)